I. INTRODUCTION
The spherical tokamak is a possible concept for a future commercial fusion device. MAST (Ref. 1) is a facility to test the physics of the spherical tokamak in sustained magnetic confined plasmas as well as the wider issues of tokamak physics. Impurity control is important as they play an important role in the plasma performance. For example, H-mode access is aided by vessel boronisation which reduces the oxygen content of the plasma. 1 More generally the presence of impurities in a tokamak plasma affects the particle collisionality, the electrical resistivity and the transport properties as well as diluting the fuel density and reducing the thermal confinement through radiation losses. The impact on collisionality and resistivity of an ensemble of impurity elements and their various ionisation states can be conveniently represented by an effective charge Z eff defined by,
where n e is the electron density and n k is the density of ions of charge state Z k . The related collisional phenomenon of bremsstrahlung is also affected similarly by Z eff . Its spectrum, S͑͒, is described by
where g f f is the Gaunt factor 2 and T e is the electron temperature. Thus the need for determining separately the contributions from each ionisation state density to Z eff may be circumvented by measuring the bremsstrahlung. [3] [4] [5] [6] Operating in the visible to near infrared spectral regions avoids the complicating contribution from the recombination continuum as well as facilitating multiple lines of sight using lenses, fiberoptics, etc. The availability of high performance CCD detector arrays makes the visible particularly advantageous. The detailed measurements now available of the electron temperature and density distributions (e.g., Refs. 7 and 8) combined with the demands of physics interpretation, particularly in plasma regions with steep thermal gradients (e.g., tokamak transport barriers 9, 10 ), place greater emphasis on obtaining related measurements with similar temporal and spatial resolution and extent to other profile diagnostics. It was therefore decided that the bremsstrahlung diagnostic should at least fully exploit the MAST Thomson scattering system which provides T e ͑r͒ and n e ͑r͒ at 300 points across the plasma diameter at a single time, and at 20 points every 5 ms. 8 In fact, these requirements are exceeded and we can additionally provide off-mid-plane bremsstrahlung measurements, useful in estimating sources of impurity influxes that affect mid-plane and core impurity distributions.
II. DESIGN
As in most plasma diagnostic systems in magnetic confinement devices there are conflicting requirements. In detecting bremsstrahlung for Z eff estimates, high signal to noise ratio (SNR) are increasingly difficult to achieve as the spatial and temporal resolutions are enhanced. Increasing the specifications to accommodate wide plasma viewing and greater spectral purity can also impact on the SNR. Restricted viewing access and the practicality and cost of large optical and detection systems mean that increasing the light throughput to maintain the SNR at the higher specifications has to be considered as a whole in the design optimisation process (e.g., larger detector area versus large spectral filters). The principal factors are the number of chords, the etendue (area times solid angle) of each chord, the bandwidth of the interference filter (to ensure spectral purity), overall field of view (FOV), the detector area and acceptance angle and the acceptable SNR at the desired integration time. Therefore, a holistic approach in optimising the diagnostic element specifications, has been adopted here which encompasses all the components from plasma emission to final detection signal levels.
A schematic diagram of the diagnostic is shown in Fig. 1 . The first component, a field stop, controls the solid angle onto the filter to satisfy the bandwidth requirement on illumination angles but also affecting the throughput. The optical axis of the instrument corresponds to the center of the desired FOV, e.g., the plasma geometrical center. The FOV requirement for MAST is the full horizontal extent of the plasma. The primary optics section also includes the collection lens, filter, and a field lens. Functionally, it images the plasma telecentrically onto a flat field image plane, the primary image plane where all chief rays are made normal. This is key to the successful use of a single interference filter encompassing a wide FOV. Actually, the filter may be located at any position between the last lens element of the collection lens and the primary image plane.
An interference filter (amplitude division) has high light throughput whilst also preserving full image quality in contrast to grating based systems (wavefront division) with lower throughput, at least at high resolution, and where only linear imaging is possible, at best (for a discussion of throughput gain of the Fabry-Perot compared with a grating spectrometer, see Ref. 11) .
Wavelength selection of the system is strictly controlled from application specific filter tolerances and the f-number of light at the filter. Changing the spectral characteristics of the system is hence simply facilitated by the user defined filter specifications and the field stop diameter.
Coupling of the primary image onto the sensor by the field lens serves one purpose, it converges the filtered light cone to within the aperture of the secondary optics system, reducing the overall length of the diagnostic and the active aperture of the secondary optics.
The design described here is for bremsstrahlung measurement in MAST. However, the design lends itself to other spectral imaging applications in the visible.
The fixed parameters for bremsstrahlung imaging on MAST are: FOV ͑ p ͒, the f-number at the filter ͑f p ͒, CCD size ͑ d ͒, and the f-number subtended by the sensor camera lens ͑f d ͒ by a high quality, flat field camera lens (Canon f-1.2L/50 mm). There are also technical constraints such as the sensor specifications (Dalstar 1M30P, www.dalsa.com).
Choice of the field lens focal length ͑F f ͒ reduces p to d at the camera lens and determines overall length of the diagnostic.
The above parameters are related as follows. Primary image demagnification,
and the required filter diameter is,
where, u, F p , and G͑ p ͒ are the object distance, focal length, and the vignetting function of the collection lens, respectively. Finally, the distance between the field lens and the camera lens is the same as the field lens focal length ͑F f ͒ for the most compact instrument arrangement. Focal length selection of the (commercial) camera lens, F c , is guided by,
The bremsstrahlung imaging system is compact ͑ϳ0.5 m͒ with the following component values: f = 50 mm, F p = 68 mm, p = 80 mm, f p = 10, FOV ͑or p ͒ = 48°, and F f = 250 mm. All components are commercially available with the exception of the custom collection lens which is covered in Sec. III C.
III. BREMSSTRAHLUNG IMAGING
The MAST vacuum vessel geometry and the tight aspect ratio nature of the ST facilitates full access, allowing the whole plasma cross section to be viewed with no obstructions. A schematic diagram of an equator cross section and the instrument FOV is shown in Fig. 2 . The identification of a line free region in the visible is now discussed. The line free bandwidth of the spectrum determines the filter specifications, in particular the centre wavelength and the fastest allowable f-number.
A. Plasma assessment in the visible
Spectral surveys of the visible have been undertaken in conventional tokamaks (e.g., Refs. 4 and 12-14) in search of 
Effective charge profile measurementsline free regions in the visible. Once identified, the measured bremsstrahlung emissivity is used with density and temperature to estimate plasma Z eff . 3, 5, 6 The bremsstrahlung continuum, however, may be blended with line emission for a given view chord and can lead to unacceptable errors. The importance of line blends is perhaps best appreciated as a function of chord angle ␣ (see Fig. 2 ). To show this we have used the MAST charge exchange spectroscopy hardware (see Ref. 15) . The diagnostic has several discrete equator chords at different ␣. Two such views are shown in Fig. 2 , they correspond to the plasma core and edge. Light from the two chords is relayed to two slits at the spectrometer input and then dispersed and imaged onto a test filter (a 2 cavity interference filter, center wavelength 523.5 nm, spectral bandpass= 1 nm).
The data for a low density MAST plasma are shown in Fig. 3 . Line emission blends with the bremsstrahlung continuum at the plasma edge can be seen. The core chord shows little evidence of line blends. This is consistent with the plasma edge having a higher line to bremsstrahlung brightness ratio since most visible emission is at the plasma edge.
A spectral survey of the MAST plasma edge has identified a narrow wavelength region, free of lines, centered at 521.3 nm (Fig. 4) . The line free bandwidth is relatively small, with a spectral bandpass of Ϸ1 nm when the survey spectrometer instrument function is taken into account. This allows fastest operation to f-9 for bremsstrahlung imaging (in practise f-10 is used with a 0.5 nm filter). The low density discharge class represents the "worst case scenario" with regard to the contrast between line emission and bremsstrahlung for a chord integrated view because (a) the plasma, in this case, is formed on steel covered poloidal field coils, a likely source of medium-Z visible line emission 16 and (b) the low plasma density means that even weak line emission is detected above the continuum (Fig. 3) .
B. Filter details
Control of the angles of incidence to the filter is important in excluding neighboring line emission. The center wavelength of the filter bandwidth shifts toward the blue when illuminated at an angle to the normal, given by, 0
͑6͒
where and 0 are the shifted and unshifted wavelengths and n is the refractive index. Thus at the extreme of a cone of illumination = tan −1 ͑1/2f p ͒ when the cone axis is normal to the filter. In this way, f p controls the maximum angle of deviation from the normal made by the light rays (see Fig.  1 ). Finite solid angles of illumination are therefore included in specifying the intrinsic bandwidth of the filter to ensure the effective bandwidth is less than the line free extent in the spectrum.
In practise the maximum blue shift of the filter is ϳ0.13 nm as shown Fig. 5 where the full spectral response is shown at the angular cone axis and cone edge ͑ϳ2.8°͒. For normal operation of the filter the continuum dominates over the line radiation intensity even at the plasma edge. How- ever, line blends, if present, may be unfolded from the raw data of a system with multi chords closely packed such as the one discussed here.
C. The collection lens
The component of the primary optics section which gives a combination of the high FOV, acceptable f p and a telecentric image is the collection lens. This is an aspheric system, consisting of 3 lens elements in two groups. Two lenses are in an achromatic doublet configuration. A ray trace schematic from the field stop to the primary image plane is shown in Fig. 6 for ray bundles corresponding to three points within the FOV. Vignetting due to the collection optics is known and varies almost linearly with p , typically Ͻ7% at the image periphery. Collection lens parameters are total transmission Ͼ90%, maximum primary image diameter f Ϸ 55 mm and f p ജ 3.4.
IV. RESULTS

A. Vessel mapping
In order to spatially calibrate the pixel row at the equator, the diagnostic framing is synchronised with a photographic quality flash lamp. Vessel features at the equator can be mapped onto pixel numbers and compared with MAST machine specifications.
Each sensor pixel, or rather the chief ray from it, defines an impact parameter to the vessel axis. Errors between the estimate (from system vignetting) and the mapping between the pixel number and feature edges are shown in Fig. 7 for pixels corresponding to the equator plane. The errors are typically within 1 mm of the impact parameter across the whole FOV. Due to the circularly symmetric nature of the optics, the equator mapping may be extended for all the other planes about the optical axis in order to construct a full two dimensional map of the vessel for chief rays corresponding to all pixels on the sensor.
B. Diagnostic performance
The signal to noise ratio is mainly a function of the plasma density [see Eq. (2)], however on-sensor chargebinning allows some control of the signal-to-noise ratio at the expense of the chord count. Table I summarizes some of the chord count configurations used with corresponding signal levels.
C. Z eff and discussion
Absolute calibration for the full FOV to at least ϳ3% error is achievable using a calibrated large-area integrating sphere. The radial bremsstrahlung emissivity is obtained from the chord integrated measurements using the Abel inversion technique. 17 The errors are estimated in the following way: projections of an emissivity profile, superimposed with Gaussian noise of various magnitudes, are Abel inverted and compared with the original profile. The process is iterated 1000 times to generate Monte Carlo noise statistics for the recovered emissivity profile. As a guide, errors for various signal levels at the plasma axis are shown in Table I . Error amplification or propagation from the outer shell inward in this technique is adequate at present but a "forward" approach is planned (e.g., Ref. 18 ).
The velocity averaged Gaunt factor, g f f , for a tokamak plasma, is mainly a weak function of electron temperature but less sensitive to the ion species or ion charge at the wavelengths of interest here. An empirical form, g f f = a + b ln T e , has been used here where a and b are constants (for an alternative form, see Ref. 6 ). The measured equator density and temperature profiles 8 are then used to obtain the bremsstrahlung radial emissivity that correspond to unity plasma-Z eff at 0 . Plasma-Z eff is the ratio of the two radial emissivities.
Results in space and time for a low density (n e Ϸ 2.8 ϫ 10
19 / m 3 , T e Ϸ 2 keV) neutral particle beam heated discharge (power ϳ1.8 MW) and a "counter" current injected beam heated discharge (n e Ϸ 5 ϫ 10 19 / m 3 , T e Ϸ 0.9 keV, power ϳ1.85 MW) are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) , respectively.
The emission feature near the plasma edge is located in the separatrix region and is consistent with neutraldisassociation pseudocontinuum radiation observed elsewhere. 19 The standard MAST discharge has Z eff close to unity along the equator and for most of the discharge duration [ Fig. 8(a) ]. The high chord count, 2D and contiguous nature of the diagnostic is demonstrated here: reflection from a single undarkened port plate at the equator is seen in the inverted data, at ϳ1.05 m, but is absent away from the port.
The "counter" current injected discharge [ Fig. 8(b) ] developes a peaked bremsstrahlung emission core, this is mainly due to density peaking [see Eq. (2)] as the Z eff profile is flat. The increase in Z eff from ϳ1.5 to ϳ3 is consistent with increased impurity efflux from the plasma poloidal field coils (as indicated in consecutive frames in Fig. 9 ). Bright features are seen near the top of the plasma in Fig. 9 in the bremsstrahlung imaging system but absent in the unfiltered visible camera (dominated by Balmer D ␣ light) and are only observed for some reversed plasma current discharges.
Although we have demonstrated the suitability of compact instrumentation in providing wide field-of-view, 2D imaging for measurement of the bremsstrahlung continuum, the process has obvious extensions to spectral line emission imaging. Optical dissection, by various means allows multiple wavelength imaging providing exact mapping of related physics phenomena. These and related applications are addressed in papers that will be submitted for publication in Review of Scientific Instruments following the High Temperature Plasma Diagnostics conference, 19-22 April 2004, San Diego, CA.
